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Against the concept of ethnic conflict
BRUCE GILLEY
ABSTRACT Despite a boom in studies of ethnic conflict, the empirical and
conceptual justification for this field remains weak. Not only are claims of
surging ethnic conflict unsubstantiated, but the concept itself is problematic. The
concept tends to homogenise quite distinct political phenomena. Making valid
causal inferences about ‘ethnic conflict’ is nearly impossible as a result, a
shortcoming reflected in the un-robust nature of the literature on the subject. For
both practical and normative reasons there is a good argument for abandoning
the field of ethnic conflict studies.
Today, the study of ethnic conflict is a major growth industry. New journals1and
research centres2 have been launched to study ethnic conflict, while an increasing
number of scholars cast their work in this mould. There have been 43 books
published in English with the term ‘ethnic conflict’ in the title since 1990,
compared with just 17 before then.3 One online database of English-language
scholarly journals lists 249 articles with the term ‘ethnic conflict’ in the title
written since the start of 1990, versus just 23 with the term ‘class conflict’ in the
title over the same period.4 Huntington’s ‘clash of civilisations’, ethnic conflict
writ large, has been deemed the greatest political challenge of our time.
Yet the empirical and theoretical justifications for this approach to the study
of politics are weak. Not only is there insufficient evidence of surging ethnic
conflict globally, but the concept itself is problematic and other approaches are
almost always more fruitful.
Several scholars have taken issue with the term ‘ethnic conflict’ (alternately
‘ethnic war’ or ‘ethnic violence’)—loosely defined as political or social conflict
involving one or more groups which are identified by some marker of ethnic
identity.5 Yet mostly they have done so on empirical grounds, arguing that often
what appears to be ethnic conflict is not actually ethnic conflict. It is time, I
think, to tackle the issue on conceptual grounds, that is, via a purposive
deductive route.
I am not arguing that we should ignore the ethnic (or identity) dimensions of
politics where they are plainly in evidence. Ethnic diversity has clear economic,
political and social consequences.6 I am arguing, however, that rarely if ever is
the ethnic conflict framework the best one for the study of politics. The
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conceptualisation, causal claims and significance of the ethnic conflict paradigm
are almost always over-emphasised to the exclusion of better defined, more
causally efficacious and important frameworks. On close inspection there appear
to be only two rare kinds of situation where the concept of ethnic conflict is
apposite, and the highly contextual nature of such situations means the reduced
concept has little leverage. All things considered, there is a strong case for
severely limiting the field of ethnic conflict studies, if not abandoning it
altogether.
Empirical problems
It has been said that paradigms in political science reach a peak of popularity just
when their empirical justification is at its weakest.7 This may describe ethnic
conflict theory today. At a time when it is the hottest topic in political science,
there are questions about whether it deserves all this attention. One is told that
ethnic identity, long dormant in the post-World War II era as a result of secular
drives in democracies or top-down control in non-democracies, has erupted like
a volcano. Ethnic conflict is said to be ‘everywhere on the rise‘8 and scholars
must respond. Is it?
There are several ways we might measure levels of ethnic conflict—number
of incidents, casualties, number of people involved, etc. Any plausible claim of
increase would have to take account of increased levels of information as well
as increased levels of interaction. To my knowledge there have been few if any
attempts to show that ethnic conflict has risen on any of these definitions. Fox
shows that ethnic conflict across state borders has not increased in the post-cold
war era, contra Huntington and others.9 To be sure, civil wars have become more
common than inter-state wars and probably a fair proportion of these involve
competing ethnic groups.10 But most evidence suggests an overall decline in
ethnic conflict, as evidenced by indicators like refugees or state failures.11
Co-operation not conflict remains the norm.12
Much of the concern over rising ethnic conflict came from the disputes that
accompanied the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe and the USSR. Van
Evera predicted in 1994 ‘a substantial amount of violence’ across the region for
several decades to come as dozens of additional ethnic groups fought for
statehood or irredentism.13 Snyder said nationalist war had become ‘endemic’
since the fall of the Berlin Wall.14 Yet these upheavals had by the early 2000s
given rise to mostly settled polities—including in countries such as the Ukraine
and Romania long believed to be ripe for ethnic break-up. Elsewhere, predictions
of surging ethnic politics have been confounded by normal not ethnic politics
everywhere on the rise. The Parti Québécois and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
have both been chased from office over old-fashioned economic disgruntlement.
In Africa more people still identify themselves by occupation or class (40%)
than ethnicity (25%).15 Severe political crises in countries like Zimbabwe and
Kenya have notably not led to a rise in ethnic tensions. And, despite more than
a decade of civil strife involving half a dozen ethnic groups, more people in
Somalia still feel threatened by armed thugs (81%) and wild animals like hyenas
(67%) than by ethnic disputes (60%).16
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In Malaysia, a long-time favourite of scholars of ethnic conflict, the Chinese
versus Malay split has been transformed since the early 1990s into a democracy
versus authoritarianism split. Scholars of Malaysia who, as Case bemoans, ‘still
dwell on the country’s “plural”, “divided”, or “communal” makeup as its most
salient feature’,17 have been caught off guard by the rise of the pro-democracy
Reformasi movement. Singh notes that ‘the continuing utility of [the] ethnic
conflict [paradigm]…is in the process of steady decline’ in Malaysia.18
In India, another centre of ethnic conflict studies, the number of lives lost to
communal conflict rose in the period 1976 to 1992, corresponding to the rise of
the Hindu revivalist BJP. In the decade since, however, it has resumed its
low-level path. The one exception was the Gujarat riots of 2002. But, in per
capita terms, the deaths in Gujarat were far less than those from previous
outbursts because India’s population has tripled since independence.19 While the
often blatant ethnic thuggery of the BJP raised the profile of ethnicity in the
country, evidence suggests that the incidence of ethnic violence is falling as
India’s people become better educated and better off.
If the increased attention to ethnic conflict is the result of a heightened moral
revulsion of it, or to a belief that is has graver implications for international
peace than other forms of conflict, then this needs to be stated and defended.20
To my mind, few scholars do so, preferring instead to raise the unproven spectre
of ethnic conflict as ‘endemic’ or ‘everywhere on the rise’. Rather, what seems
to be everywhere on the rise is the characterisation of diverse conflicts as
‘ethnic’, and the moral or security concerns of scholars about conflicts that
contain ethnic markers.
Battered and bruised as it is, modernisation theory may be more right than
wrong in predicting that, as people experience rising incomes and better
education, such conflicts will decline. If so, then the attributes of and obstacles
to modernisation seem the proper subject of study. Here we are already hinting
at the conceptual issues to come.
Conceptual problems
Three decades ago, Philip Schmitter criticised the ‘definitional vagueness, lack
of potential empirical specificity, and circularity of argument’ that surrounded
the concept of ‘corporatism’.21 The concept was being used to describe everything from vague social feelings of community to the Soviet-style imposition of
totalising functional organisation. As a concept, corporatism needed to be
defined so as to be identifiable, measurable and disprovable. At present the
concept of ethnic conflict is none of these things. Definitions range from
competing ‘meta-narratives of meaning’ to violent conflagrations where the
combatants display different cultural symbols.
Some scholars have celebrated the ‘diversity’ of the ethnic conflict literature,
arguing that through it ‘we gain a greater appreciation of the range of variation
of such conflicts and a richer sense of their complex roots’.22 Yet concept
diversity makes for bad social science, or at least bad political science. We need
well specified concepts in order to make valid inferences across cases that can
be the basis of positive policy prescription.
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Ethnic conflict has been allowed to drift into poor conceptualisation because
of a strange combination of under-conceptualising postmodernism and over-conceptualising quantification. The former has eschewed meaningful comparisons
among cases, and has ‘taken flight from the hard categories of social science to
find refuge in deconstruction, relativism, and meta-narratives’.23 The latter, often
concerned with international security, has gladly lumped together dissimilar
cases, often in order to raise the gloomy spectre of civilisational clash or new
security challenges.24 If political science has a unique role to play, it is providing
good concepts that enjoy both within-case and cross-case validity. It is high time
to engage in what Weber called a ‘reconstruction’ of concepts. The question is:
can it be done? If we wade into the ‘messy center’25 of a proper conceptualisation of ethnic conflict, can we find anything worth salvaging?
The challenge of making ethnic conflict a useful concept begins with finding
a useful definition of ethnicity itself. Ethnicity is usually defined as that part of
a person’s identity which is drawn from one or more ‘markers’ like race,
religion, shared history, region, social symbols or language. It is distinct from
that part of a person’s identity that comes from, say, personal moral doctrine,
economic status, civic affiliations or personal history. For a start, the mere
existence of ethnic markers in political conflict cannot be the basis of calling
something ‘ethnic conflict’. When the six countries that share the Mekong River
fight over its use, this is not ‘ethnic conflict’ merely because all sides are
ethnically distinct. If this is the only meaning of ethnic conflict then all we have
is a superficial description, not a useful concept. It becomes no more useful than
saying that protests were by fishermen or involved looting. If the concept of
ethnic conflict is to be useful, it must point to a distinctive causal explanation for
given instances of political contention. It must somehow inform us about what
is happening beyond superficial appearances. And, as it does this, we must be
able to measure whether it is or is not apparent and thus to reject it in some
cases, lest it become tautological every time people of distinct ethnicity are on
either side of the barricades.
To do so, we need to consider the nature of ethnicity. Most accounts hold that
ethnicity is a largely cognitive phenomenon, the salience and depth of which will
vary across groups and individuals. Having rejected primordial understandings
of ethnicity, scholars have formulated more plausible constructivist (ethnicity to
satisfy socio-psychological or political-psychological needs),26 or structural (ethnicity as a response to economic, rights or security deprivation) approaches.27
We can loosely call these the ‘ends’ and ‘means’ theories of ethnicity.
Parlaying these into a concept of ethnic conflict is tricky. Ethnic conflict as an
ends-based concept only makes sense if the motivating purpose of contention is
some matter of specific relevance to an ethnic group. Yet the inherent complexity and dynamism of ethnicity itself makes proving this difficult. Constructed ethnicity is a moving and contested target and so explanations of
political conflict with reference to such ethnicity are liable to be off the mark.28
Unlike ‘class conflict’, which can be proved or disproved by using pretty stable
measures of the people involved (income, education, occupation, etc), the same
cannot be said of ethnicity. Prejudices against other ethnic groups that appear
‘essential’ wax and wane as conditions change.29 The mere existence of conflict
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with other ethnic groups may shift the meaning of ethnicity on all sides.30 Malay
identity may have been constructed in terms of a ‘sons of the soil’ mythology
that justified preferences over Chinese in the past, but today it is an identity that
has shifted to pan-Islamic and modernist features. How would we know ethnic
conflict if we saw it?
The problems of ethnic conflict as a means-based concept are more obvious.
Here ethnicity is found by the entrepreneurs to be a handy device with which to
mobilise supporters in the face of some form of deprivation or repression.31
Ethnicity provides the necessary sense of solidarity within the social movement.
Yet if ethnicity is structurally derived, or made salient, then the critical, as
opposed to proximate, cause are the structural issues themselves. ‘Ethnic
conflict’ in such cases is really ‘structural deprivation’ conflict, whether economic, political, or social.32 The reason why most of the USSR and Eastern
Europe did not turn to rivers of blood after communism is because in most
places the structural cause of ethnic assertiveness was the lack of ‘democratically
legitimated state structures at the center’.33 This was solved through independence and democratisation. The cry ‘Ukraine for the Ukrainians’ fell silent once
the country was free and democratic. Tamils rebelled in Sri Lanka but not in
India’s Tamil Nadu, because they were systematically denied basic political,
economic and cultural rights in the former from the mid-1950s onwards—not
because they were inherently antagonistic to Sinhalese and certainly not because
of democracy per se.34 Chewas and Tumbukas are allies in one country and
enemies in another as a result of different political structures.35 The Muslim
insurgency that began in the southern Philippines in the 1970s was an entirely
predictable response to state-sponsored land evictions and religious freedom
limits, ‘an indirect consequence of risk aversion’, not a Filipino clash of
civilisations.36
If ethnicity is merely a mobilisational focal point in the face of structural
deprivation, notes King, it raises the question of ‘whether a thing called ethnic
war even exists’.37 In such cases there seems little justification for separating
cases of contentious politics where ethnic difference is involved from those
where it is not. Punjabi demands for regional autonomy from Delhi might be
compared with demands for autonomy from Kuala Lumpur from Sabah timber
barons. Protests by Ecuadorian jungle tribes over oil and gas exploitation are
akin to protests over quotas by Nordic fishing communities. Yet the Punjabi and
Ecuadorian cases are lumped together as ‘ethnic conflict’. Case homogeneity is
violated when ethnic difference is the basis of selection.
In both ends and means cases the concept of ethnic conflict leaves us at sea
in explaining what is going on beyond a host of ad hoc appeals to ethnicity.
Good institutions reduce ethnic conflict because they reduce structural injustices
and accommodate shifting identities, ethnic or otherwise, not because ethnicity
is a special form of contentious politics.38 Empirically ethnic civil wars are
associated with largely the same factors as non-ethnic civil wars. As Sarkees and
colleagues note: ‘In the data on “ethnic” wars, it is often difficult to determine
whether ethnicity is the dominant motivating factor for the combatants, whether
the importance given to ethnicity is a constant or varies over time, and whether
“ethnic wars” can be a mutually exclusive category as distinct from’ other forms
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of pluralism.39 Yet many scholars cling tenaciously to the belief that ‘ethnic civil
war’ exists. To quote one group summarising five years of collaborative
research: ‘No one of us has been able to show precisely how ethnic civil wars
differ from civil wars that have no ethnic component at all. We all intuit that
such a difference must exist; we have not been able to demonstrate how and
where.’40
The concept of ethnic conflict, then, turns out to be merely a holding pen for
a herd of disparate descriptive events. It has become, to use Huntington’s
criticism of another concept, ‘a signal for scholarly preferences rather than a tool
for analytical purposes’.41 As such it is falling outside the realm of social
science, or at least that part which aspires to some level of generality.
A solution?
There seem to be two possible ways to rescue the concept of ethnic conflict, one
for each of the ends- and means-based understanding of ethnicity. An ends-based
concept might be one that meets a series of strict necessary conditions. Ethnic
conflict might be defined as sustained and violent conflict by ethnically distinct
actors in which the issue is integral to one ethnicity.42 It seems at least possible
that some long-standing disputes are enduring enough to qualify. The Ayodhya
temple, the Temple Mount, the Orange Day parades may suggest this kind of
ethnic conflict—purely identificational, often irrational, and deeply impervious
to amelioration. Yet such instances are rare. Explanations of Serbian aggression
against Kosovars in terms of the ‘ancient hatreds’ of Yugoslavia—Clinton’s
words—fell silent when the Serbians voted their tyrant Slobodan Milosevic out
of office in 2000 and sent him to stand trial for war crimes. Exclusive political
systems have spawned religious-based civil wars not because ‘religious identity
is fixed and nonnegotiable’,43 but because basic freedoms are fixed and nonnegotiable. Religious identity is almost certainly dynamic and elastic. Ancient
hatreds are nearly miraculous as social phenomena.
In the means-based case the concept may be useful in those rare instances
where structural deprivation has become so profoundly ethnic-specific that
ethnicity has come to be defined precisely in terms of this deprivation. That is,
it may apply where the mobilisation of ethnicity creates a path dependence
which decisively shapes the movement. Loury has made such an argument about
African Americans in the USA, and Snyder for some nationalist conflicts.44 Yet
evidence for this is at best mixed. The creation of Dravidian (or Tamil)
nationalist parties in India in response to perceived structural deprivations has
lessened not increased the ethnic dimension of conflicts there.45 Without path
dependence, ethnic conflict as a means-based concept loses any distinct use, for
it is just another tool in the repertoire of a social movement. Ethnic mobilisation
caused by a general failure to legitimate inequalities is constantly in danger of
being swallowed by a broader social movement. This has long been the case in
Latin America.46
Alternatively, a structure-based concept might make sense if the structures
that give rise to ethnic mobilisation are in some sense ‘sticky’, that is, not
amenable to easy change. If imperfect democracies usually bring nationalist or
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ethnic mobilisation—and if those imperfect democracies are here to stay for
various reasons, possibly including being reinforced by such mobilisation—it
might make sense to settle ourselves on studying how this ‘ethnic conflict’ plays
out. Yet time and again predictions of ongoing ethnic violence based on
immutable structural conditions have been disproved. Prominent predictions of
ethnic violence or break-up in the Ukraine, for example, were disproved as
structures changed.47
In all these cases the concept of ethnic conflict has become so conditional and
constrained as to be not very useful. We have been forced by the weight of
evidence to climb down to the bottom rung of the ‘ladder of abstraction’, from
where it is a short jump to the ground itself—detailed, case-specific descriptions
of particular conflicts where ethnicity comes into play. Some have argued that
these shortcomings of attempts to develop a ‘science’ of ethnic conflict merely
reflect the shortcomings of attempts to develop a science of all social and
political phenomena.48 This seems overstated. We have robust and useful
theories of many social and political phenomena, from peasant movements to
legislative alliance making. Ethnic conflict simply is not one of them. Its ‘messy
center’ is just too messy.
Political science operates best with its tried and true notions like class,
citizenship, freedom, equality, security, order and power. Ethnicity and ethnic
conflict do not offer avenues for political scientists to make good causal
inferences. No doubt sociologists, historians, and anthropologists will continue
to research the meanings of these things, and rightly so. But political science
requires a ranking of the truth content of various interpretations and, because
ethnic conflict makes it hard to do this, it is almost always going to be less useful
than other concepts.
To repeat: ethnicity is important both to identity and to political conflict. Yet
the concept of ‘ethnic conflict’ wrongly conflates the two things—ethnicity in
identity and ethnicity in conflict. If the two are not inherently linked—the
structural or means-based story—then the relevant issue is the structural factors
themselves. Even if they are—the constructivist or ends-based story—making
valid within-case and cross-case inferences will be subject to high uncertainty
given the dynamic nature of constructed ethnicity. In the end, ethnic conflict
becomes not a concept at all but a messy descriptive label for a bunch of
unrelated phenomena.
Normative debates
Abandoning the ethnic conflict framework by no means implies abandoning our
deeply held normative convictions as scholars about ‘what matters’ in politics.
We can retain our differences while jettisoning a concept that only muddles the
debate. In this sense, I see the rejection of the ethnic conflict framework as a way
to increase clarity in fundamental empirical and moral debates.49
The initial reluctance to accept the concept of ethnic conflict came from
Marxist scholars in the 1960s and 1970s who, Horowitz charged, ‘have a
distinctly rationalistic and materialistic bias’.50 Today, a ‘neo-Marxist’ worldview has emerged. Crawford and Lipshutz, for example, argue that ‘neoliberal
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economic reforms’, among other things, have broken existing social contracts,
leading to power shifts that ‘are experienced as ethnic and religious discrimination’.51 The same thesis has been advanced by Yashar with reference to Latin
America and Chua with regard to new democracies.52
An alternative world-view is the ‘liberal’ one. In contrast to the focus on
economic deprivation of the neo-Marxists, the liberal view places emphasis on
the failure to provide basic political and civic freedoms as the most important
cause of ethnic (and other emancipatory) movements. In this view imperfect or
failed democracy, which deprives people of the status they require, is at issue.53
‘The great evils of human history’, said Rawls, ‘follow from political injustice’.54 If, as Horowitz wrote, ‘the rise of ethnic conflict has gone hand in hand
with the decline of democracy in Asia and Africa’,55 then its amelioration is
properly an issue of democratic rights.
Somewhere between these two world-views stands modernisation theory, with
its emphasis on breaking traditional economic relationships and achieving
substantial freedom. From all these viewpoints—Marxist, liberal, and modernisation—conflict involving ethnic groups may be a good or bad thing depending
on the motivations and outcomes. Such conflict is not problematic per se merely
because ethnic difference is involved, any more than are other forms of political
struggle or even violence.
Another perspective is the ‘realist’ worldview, one that is found most
commonly in the field of international relations. Here, the main concern is with
political order, at home and abroad, which takes normative precedence over
‘mushy’ concepts of domestic justice. A wave of current writing about
democratisation and international peace falls into this category.56
It is not the purpose to evaluate the relative merits of these world-views here,
merely to state that they are the proper frameworks for the age-old debate about
how best to ensure the equal treatment of individuals in a political community.
To isolate ethnicity from its context in the hard categories of material, political
and security deprivation, or to essentialise it into immutable doctrines that
actually have a short shelf-life, makes little sense. If the standard categories of
social science are too ‘bloodless’57 for the passion and exotica of ethnicity, then
so be it. As frameworks for valid inference they have proven their worth. Ethnic
conflict, despite its tempting descriptive richness, has not.
Does it matter?
Is it utopian and unnecessary to try to disabuse the academy of the concept of
ethnic conflict? After all, we may want to retain it for those rare cases mentioned
above where the concept applies. More importantly, there is a big industry of
ethnic conflict studies now and it may be that this industry does more good than
harm. Perhaps there is a danger of falling into Hirschman’s ‘mindless theorizing’,58 demanding that the formulation of elegant theories take precedence over
the performance of useful work.
There are some reasons for thinking the contrary. The proper conceptualisation of social conflicts is crucial to understanding what policy measures are
appropriate. If economic or political deprivation is at stake in ethnically salient
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conflicts (the structural story), a colonial-style ‘police the minorities’ approach
will fail. Dangerous policies may be proposed to roll back democratisation or
gag the free press based on assumptions that ethnic mobilisation is a result of
path-dependent elite manipulation rather than structural deprivations. If ideas are
at stake (the constructivist story), policy makers had better be sure which ones:
Fox warns that a belief in rising ‘civilizational conflict’ has made many in the
West fear the Islamic world, which in fact has remained more at war with itself
since the end of World War II.
Moreover, it matters that so much of the world’s scholarly energies are
devoted to studying places where ethnic mobilisation is evident. The globalisation of politics requires us to think more and more about the bread-and-butter
issues of class, rights, freedom and basic security for billions of new global
citizens. Once we decide to devote ourselves to the concerns of ethnicity, we
may ignore the gross deprivations faced by the wretched peasant who either has
no minority neighbours or who (as is mostly the case) lives peaceably with them.
Is the one fifth of humanity in China doomed to obscurity for its ethnic
homogeneity? Was it any surprise that hundreds of millions of poor Hindus in
India briefly turned to a nationalist party in the BJP after being ignored for so
long by a world, and a Congress Party, seemingly more concerned with the
Punjab, Kashmir and Nagaland?
My hope then is to inject some hesitation into the use of the concept of ethnic
conflict. If we are more careful in using it, or avoid it altogether, we are more
likely to arrive at robust and useful advice for policy makers. And we are less
likely to overlook those who suffer equally but who happen not to have ethnic
difference on their side.
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